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AMCHAM CAMBODIA
Founded in 1996, the American Chamber
of Commerce in Cambodia (AmCham
Cambodia), is an independent non-profit
membership organization comprised of
both American and Cambodian companies
who share a connection to American
commerce. Our role is supporting our
Members’ growth and success.
AmCham Cambodia supports, advocates,
and promotes forward-looking public and
private

sector

collaborations

that

contribute to the regional and global
advancement of the Cambodian business
environment,
achieving

and

works

meaningful,

towards
diversified

economic growth. AmCham Cambodia
provides its members – large or small,
multinational or individual, American,
Cambodian or of any other nationality –
dedicated

support

fostering

the

and

success

advocacy
of

in

legitimate

business activities in the Kingdom.
AmCham businesses play an important
role in the Kingdom’s story of economic
development and are a leading voice in
Cambodia’s

international

business

community.
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MESSAGE FROM THE AMCHAM PRESIDENT
The world continued to deal with a global
health crisis and faced unprecedented
disruptions, socially and economically,
throughout 2021. The Kingdom of Cambodia
was not immune, however fortunately fared
much better than most with only a marginal
negative impact overall on the economy,
minimal human casualties, and was able to
maintain social stability. The government
has been applauded for its superb
management of the crisis with some of the
highest vaccination rates in the world,
substantially keeping the country open for
business, and instituting financial measures
to support impacted businesses and workers.
The pandemic has highlighted and reinforced
that we are one world, one community, and
one people, and strengthened our sense of
responsibility for each other given the
common
hardships
–
physically,
emotionally, mentally and financially. It has
rallied our sense of purpose, that even in
these difficult times, there’s something we
all can do about it, and governments,
businesses and individuals have taken
leadership in humanitarian causes.
The United States of America played its part
as the world’s largest economy and
traditionally as a nation of generosity and
giving. The government announced $1.5
billion in State Department and USAID
emergency health, humanitarian, economic,
and development assistance specifically
aimed at helping governments, international
organizations, and NGOs fight the pandemic.
With a commitment of $ 4 billion The United
States is also the largest contributor to the

COVAX Facility to support access to safe and
effective COVID-19 vaccines worldwide, the
Kingdom of Cambodia being a beneficiary of
this facility.
AmCham and its membership donated
through a series of rounds to the ad-hoc
committee to combat Covid-19, contributing
computer equipment, medical supplies,
financial aid, and foods. AmCham also
donated computers to the National Pediatric
Hospital and joined a mission to Svay Rieng
Province,
donating
foods,
computer
equipment and medical supplies. The
Chamber also recognized the outstanding
work of Her Excellency, Doctor or Vandine,
Secretary of State for the Ministry of Health,
awarding her a plaque for her tireless
commitment and exceptional dedication in
the fight against Covid-19.
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MESSAGE FROM THE AMCHAM PRESIDENT
While the pandemic dominated the
narrative, it did not prevent or stall
AmCham’s vision for 2021, resulting in one
of the Chamber’s best years. The Board of
Governors agreed four core pillars as its
mission statement;
Grow the Membership as do be more
meaningful and impactful and provide
the resources needed to execute the
Chamber’s strategy
Significantly Increase Engagement
with the Members, recognize the
members as our customers, listen to the
Voice of the Member, maintain robust
dialogue, engagement, and encourage
sectorial collaboration.
Committees
Advocacy
Institute
Representative of our Membership,
form robust and active Advocacy
Committees and take leadership on
market concerns and development and
support member ambitions.
Corporate Social Responsibility, give
back to the community and promote the
advancement of the country we do
business in.
Despite these challenges faced, 2021 will be
remembered as a year when AmCham
demonstrated the strength of our Chamber,
the commitment and leadership of the Board
of Governor, and the loyalty and support of
the membership. AmCham membership grew
45% reaching a record 175 members. There
are now 7 Advocacy Committees; Education,
Communication
and
Information
Technology, Beer, Women’s, Tax and Legal,
Real Estate and Construction, and the newly

formed CSR. The engagement with the
membership substantially increased with
individual member visits by Board Members
and the Executive Management, sectorial
lunches and dinners, and the installation of a
dedicated “Member Engagement Officer.”
AmCham events and forums continued to be
very successful, educational and informative,
with industry leaders discussing the most
relevant market developments. Finally, CSR
activities were extensive and impactful, and
AmCham recognized member contributions
with its newly established annual CSR
Excellence Awards.
25th
its
commemorated
Amcham
Anniversary in 2021 with one of its strongest
years in its history. The Chamber celebrated
record membership, its healthiest financials,
broadest Advocacy reach, solid and extensive
Executive Management Team, and the
fortune of having a hard working Board of
Governors who contributed so much of their
volunteer time to make this year a milestone
in the Chamber’s history. Unfortunately, this
year AmCham lost one of its founding
members and longest serving board
members, Bretton Sciaroni. His passing was a
great loss to not only AmCham, but the
Kingdom of Cambodia and the U.S.
community he was such a big part of and
contributed to.
As the world emerges from the hardships of
Covid-19 and looks ahead to recovery and
growth, AmCham will build on its success
and set higher standards for itself, more
the
broaden
and
goals,
impactful
relationship and dialogue with the
membership.
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MESSAGE FROM THE AMCHAM PRESIDENT
Our board expansion from 9 to 11 will give us
even more resources to achieve our
ambitions. The Board of Governors has never
lost sight of its purpose, to serve its members
and contribute to their success and
prosperity in the Kingdom of Cambodia. In
2022 the best is yet to come for the American
Chamber of Commerce and we hope you are
part of it and will grow with AmCham.

Sincerely,

Anthony Galliano
AmCham President
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2021 BOARD OF GOVERNORS

AmCham’s Board of Governors sit for a two-year term and may stand for re-election at the end
of their term. Governor terms are staggered – one year four seats are up for election, and the
following year, the other five seats become available. Following each annual election, the
Board elects officers: President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer from among the
sitting Board members. Terms for these board positions are one year.
Unfortunately, this year H.E. Bretton Sciaroni,
Chairman Emeritus of AmCham Cambodia,
passed away. He left behind a legacy that is
unmatched in the Kingdom. As an adviser to
the Royal Government, Brett consulted on
countless laws and policies of importance. He
was the voice of the international business
community, representing our interests at the
Government Private Sector Forum (GPSF) and
as co-chair of the Working Group D on Law,
Tax, and Governance. His work to promote
foreign investment in Cambodia has
undoubtedly contributed to the economy. We
miss him tremendously, and we will continue
to work in the spirit of Brett.
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2021 BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Mr. Anthony Galliano
President
CEO of Cambodian
Investment Management

Mr. Pily Wong
Vice President
CEO of Hung Hiep
(Cambodia) Co., Ltd.

Mr. Christopher McCarthy
Secretary
CEO of MangoTango Asia

Mrs. Kim Tol Tan
Treasurer

Mr. Ashley Irving
Governor
Principal at Australian
Centre for Education

Mrs. Ing Rina
Governor
Country Manager at
Kelvin Chia Partnership

Mr. Matt Van Roosmalen
Governor
Consulting Director at
Emerging Markets Consulting

Mr. Devin Barta
Governor
Senior Manager at AHF
Products

Mr. Michael Berg
Governor
Business Development
Manager at RMA
Cambodia
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS
Cambodia welcomed the start of the year with many people cautiously living life almost as
normal. However, after the February 20 incident, Cambodia enacted restrictions in order to
protect its residents. With a massive vaccination drive and quick, decisive action, the Royal
Government of Cambodia successfully managed the Covid-19 crisis, resulting in relatively few
deaths as compared to our neighbors.
The American Chamber of Commerce navigated through this pandemic and worked to serve its
Members in new ways, resulting in an expanded membership, a diverse offering of in-person
and online events, and new committees and partnerships. As we commemorate our 25th
anniversary, AmCham celebrated an undoubtedly successful year in 2021, with eight notable
areas worthy of mention.
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS

01

Membership increase
We started January with 122 members and worked hard to enlarge our
membership base. As of early December 2021, AmCham hosts 177 members, a
45% increase. The increase in memberships allowed us to scale and offer our
Members more tailor-made and useful events. We have recently hired a
Membership and Relationship Manager to help cultivate and strengthen our
relationships with our Members, and ensure they each get value for money and
can help reach their goals with the Chamber. We have set a lofty goal - to be the
largest foreign chamber in the Kingdom, and we are continuously working hard to
offering more services and events to our Members.

Financial stability
With increased membership came an increased cash flow to help run the
day-to-day tasks for the organization. Because we couldn’t hold revenuegenerating events (we only spent $15,000 on events in 2021), AmCham
rallied behind a strategy of increased membership to help ensure the
stability of the organization. Membership fees reached to $122,000 for the
year. We also put $30,000USD in a fixed deposit to generate some additional
funds, and our bank account has remained steady throughout the year.

03

02

Enhanced financial controls
This year, AmCham asked Fii & Associates to complete a four-year audit of the
organization. The audit identified weaknesses in our recordkeeping, and AmCham
made immediate improvements to our internal systems. We have worked closely
with the audit team to ensure we are in compliance, and that every single
financial transaction can be crosschecked and verified. Our Office Manager has
undergone a training course to improve her skills, and we are finalizing an
updated Financial Manual to guarantee that the organization will have detailed
instructions on how to proceed from this moment forward.

Advocacy Committees
AmCham Cambodia focused on (re-)activating five committees in 2021.
AmCham Cambodia committees are at the core of what we do as an
organization and community, and our committees create and drive
AmCham’s events, programs and policy positions. The Committees –
Women’s, Education, Real Estate and Construction, ICT, and Beer – each
elected Chairs and held meetings and events throughout the year. Many of
the issues raised in the Committees were relayed to the government
through Working Group D, on which AmCham has a permanent presence.

04
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS

05

Sectoral Meetups
Due to the increased membership funds, AmCham was able to be more creative
and conduct activities that otherwise would not have been possible due to
financial limitations. We were able to invest in the organization to return value to
the Members. Our Treasurer, Ms. Kim Am, came up with the idea of sectoral
meetups, which brought together Members in the same industry for a
complimentary lunch, as the Royal Government of Cambodia had limits of 15
people for gatherings. These meetups acted as mini networking events where
people could share common challenges and ideas how to react in the current
business climate. We will host two meetups for each sector per year in 2022.

Government Information Hub
After the February 20 incident, AmCham worked diligently to provide daily
English translations of relevant government directives not only for our
Members but the international business community. We posted
announcements and translations on our social media within minutes of the
government releasing them, and we offered as much information as possible
to our Members who contacted us. Consequently, AmCham was known to be
a reliable beacon of trust during a complicated time.

07
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Signing of Important MOUs
AmCham signed three significant agreements or Memoranda of Understanding in
2021. The first document was the Joint Work Plan with the US Embassy Phnom
Penh, which identified four areas of cooperation to work on: US Business
Promotion, Policy Advocacy, Encouraging Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR),
and Supporting Cambodia’s Female Business Community. AmCham then signed
an MOU with Khmer Enterprise for enhanced cooperation in September 2021, and
later signed an MOU with the Cambodian Association of Finance and Technology
to support the Cambodian fintech sector and start-ups in the industry, to promote
financial inclusion and social responsibility through the industry, and to raise
awareness through entrepreneurship-oriented events and efforts.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
AmCham prioritized giving back to the community in 2021. In May and
June, AmCham donated computers to the National Pediatric Hospital to
help with vaccination efforts, and later provided rice and other supplies to
those who were struggling in the province. In order to further highlight the
importance of CSR and our Members, AmCham hosted the 2021 CSR
Excellence Awards in November and honored six outstanding companies for
their laudable efforts to support the community. At the end of the month,
AmCham partnered with Hyatt Regency Phnom Penh for a charity event
entitled “Let’s Give Back” which raised $7500 for Kantha Bopha Hospital.
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MEMBERSHIP
Membership
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AmCham works to support our Members. As
of early December 2021, AmCham boasts a
membership of 177 members from a variety
of sectors. There is no typical AmCham
Member, and the Chamber works diligently
to listen and respond to each Member’s
needs. When we welcome a new Member,
the Executive Team will go to their office
and hold a Ribbon Cutting ceremony where
we find out their expectations and tour their
facilities. It’s a great way to get to know
each other.

Our membership grew throughout the year, and Covid-19 had no impact in the overall
trajectory of membership.

Other Platinum
7
Gold
12
NGO
16
7
SME
15

Silver
37

AmCham offers a variety of membership types
for our Members. In 2021, the majority of our
members belong to the standard category,
with silver and gold memberships rounding
out the most popular types respectfully. We
would like to officially thank our Platinum
members for their strong support this year:
Cambodian Investment Management, CamEd
Business School, Courtyard by Marriott
Phnom Penh, MangoTango Asia, RMA Group,
Raffles Hotel Le Royal, and Vattanac Capital.

Standard
80

177

14

85%

Members

Sectors

Renewal rate for
memberships this year
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MEMBERSHIP
We have divided our Membership into fourteen sectors, with two industries being the most
dominant: real estate and construction, and the banking, insurance, and financial services
sector.
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Nine of our Members are in the Fortune 100, with another six in the Fortune 500. These
international companies are a testament to the vibrancy of the Cambodian economy, and a
reflection of the standards the country adopts. We also have dozens of SMEs in our
Membership, so the Chamber is a reflection of the diversity of the market here.
We had an 85% renewal rate for memberships this year, and we are looking to increase that in
2022.
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ADVOCACY COMMITTEES
AmCham Cambodia focused on (re-)activating five committees in 2021. AmCham Cambodia
committees are at the core of what we do as an organization and community, and our
committees create and drive AmCham’s events, programs and policy positions. Membership in
committees is an important benefit to all AmCham member organizations, and we strongly
encourage all members to take full advantage of this benefit. Advocacy has been a key pillar for
the Chamber, and we are looking forward to expanding these next year and working more
closely with the Royal Government of Cambodia.
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1. WOMEN'S COMMITTEE
Earlier this year, AmCham reactivated its
Women’s Committee as a way to further
support its members. The Committee focuses
on the unique challenges that women face in
business and organizes events and other
activities to foster a supportive, inclusive
environment to help them succeed. The
Women’s Committee is vital to the
promotion of the business community in
Cambodia, and remains one of the Chamber’s
top priorities.
AmCham signed a Joint Work Plan in 2021
with the US Embassy Phnom Penh, which
was created to align on the shared goals of
supporting U.S. companies trading with and
investing in Cambodia, strengthening the
country’s business climate, and advancing
U.S-Cambodia economic ties. One of the four
pillars of the Joint Work Plan is “supporting
Cambodia’s female business community.”
Both AmCham and the Embassy are working
to increase awareness of and helping address
gender disparities faced by Cambodia’s
women business leaders.

Mrs. Kim Tol Tan
Chair
AmCham Treasurer

Ms. Geraldine Barta
Vice Chair
CEO & Founder of
American Hardwood
Flooring

The Committee conducts events that
facilitate networking, mentorship, and
leadership, and is striving to support
women-owned and women-run businesses.
The AmCham Women’s Committee is
designed to be inclusive of everyone who
wants to enhance the business environment,
and looks forward to working with all
stakeholders who want to contribute to this
mission.
In 2021, the Committee hosted four
webinars, with the majority being hybrid, as
well as four other meetups throughout the
year. Members regularly communicate on
Telegram and come from all sectors of the
Cambodian economy.

Ms. Socheat Chi
Vice Chair
Country Director of
Population Services
International

Ms. Sreymao MEAN
Secretary
E-Commerce Manager
at Wing Bank
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2. EDUCATION COMMITTEE
AmCham
reactivated
our
Education
Committee which gathers individuals from
different organizations and institutions who
have an interest in education-related
matters. This Committee is designed to be
friendly, helpful, and supportive, where
Members can exchange information and
ideas, and can discuss pressing matters
relating to education. The past year was
extremely tough on our institutions, and the
Members expressed that they would like to
use AmCham to strengthen voices and
facilitate dialogues.
The Committee’s theme this year was
“Education and the path to recovery from
COVID-19” and they identified five goals for
2021-2022:
establish
contacts
with
government partners; share best practice in
online teaching and blended learning;
facilitate
professional
training
and
development in the COVID-19 environment;
develop and internship program; and
network among and between the education
sector and other sectors.

Mr. Casey Barnett,
Chair
President of CamEd
Business School

Ms. Thida Sok
Vice Chair
Campus Manager
at Australian
Centre for
Education

In 2021, the Committee hosted monthly
meetings on Zoom, which allowed everyone
to participate regardless of traffic, Covidrestrictions, or any other personal matters. It
also held two online symposiums, the first on
September 30 entitled “Best Practice in
Online Primary and Secondary Education,”
and the second on November 25, “Best
Practice in Online Higher Education,” both of
which attracted over 150 participants. The
Committee hosted a Happy Hour for its
Members in the education sector on October
28, 2021 at Raffles Hotel Le Royal, as well as
a forum on early education on December 9,
2021.

Mr. Gabriel Helmy
Vice Chair
CEO and Founder of
The Capacity
Specialists

Mr. Sheldon
Hutchinson
Vice Chair
Business Director of
Northbridge
International School
Cambodia

Mr. Cody Rogers
Secretary
Assistant Head of
Operations at Asian
Hope International
Schools
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3. REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION COMMITTEE
The Real Estate and Construction Committee serves its members and the real estate industry in
developing and promoting programs and services that will enhance the Members’ businesses.
In 2021, the Committee hosted several networking events at various venues across Phnom
Penh, bringing together the leaders in the real estate sector and providing a forum where they
could meet with each other and exchange ideas. The events were popular with developers,
architects, consultants, suppliers, contractors, and others. In 2021, the Committee hosted two
popular networking events which always attract sponsors and stakeholders from diverse parts
of the industry. AmCham also hosted a breakfast talk to hear the pressing issues facing the
sector.

Mr. Dan Davies
Chair
Executive Director of
D A & G Asset
Management

Mr. Jonathan Baxter
Vice Chair
Senior Agency Manager
at Knight Frank
Cambodia
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4. ICT COMMITTEE
The ICT Committee works to support and develop Cambodia’s growing ICT industry, from
SMEs to MNCs. The Committee reviews draft laws and provides inputs, fosters discussions on
technology-related issues, and organizes the quarterly event: Demo Cambodia. This year, the
AmCham ICT Committee held a virtual meeting to discuss “ICT Policy in Cambodia and Other
Factors that Impact the Private Sector.” Mr. Christopher McCarthy led the discussion of several
topics, which included the internet gateway sub-decree, AmCham engagement with Ministries
for ICT policy, digital skills workforce development, and future AmCham ICT events, among
others. On August 2, 2021, the Committee hosted an evening of real product demos from three
Cambodian start-ups, with a keynote presentation from Khmer Enterprise CEO Dr. Van Munin
Chhieng. Workingna, SalaTech, and MeetDoctor then presented how they are creatively using
technology to radically change how we live and work.
Mr. Christopher McCarthy
Chair
AmCham Secretary & CEO of
MangoTango Asia

5. BEER COMMITTEE
AmCham’s newest committee focuses on beer – one of the country’s largest taxpaying sectors.
This Committee serves as a platform for breweries and other stakeholders to come together to
gain collective strength to lobby the government when needed and to create industry
standards. In 2021, the Beer Committee met a few times at the Cove to discuss the
repercussions of the alcohol ban and shared ways that they were dealing with it. As vendors
were not able to sell alcohol throughout the year, the breweries shared collective concerns.
Later in the year, there was some confusion about a new flow meter requirement from the
government, which was not limited to the size of breweries. The Beer Committee worked
through AmCham to raise this issue to Working Group D, the mechanism for the private sector
to speak to the government directly, as well as to request an extension to the deadline.
Mr. Michael Berg
Chair
AmCham Governor & Business Development
Manager at RMA Cambodia
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EVENTS
Even though Cambodia experienced lockdowns and restrictions, AmCham propelled forward in
2021. This year, despite the lockdowns, we held 53 events, up from 33 events last year, so an
impressive 61% increase. This dramatic rise reflects the Board’s and the executive team’s
commitment to supporting our members and providing value.
We held five different types of events this year: General, Committee, Sector, Embassy and
MOU. Restrictions on the number of people who were able to gather did not hold AmCham
back – we hosted both in-person and online event on several topics, including agricultural
trade and investment, the new investment law, the skills gap in the labor market, updates on
government restrictions, vaccination updates, and CSR. Our five committees conducted 23
events in the year, and we held a sector meetup for eight different sectors of the Cambodian
economy. The US Embassy Phnom Penh is a vital partner for AmCham and we cooperated on
four events, and finally AmCham partnered with other influential partners: Khmer Enterprise
and the Cambodian Association of Finance and Technology.
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AMCHAM'S EVENTS
GENERAL EVENTS

DATE

AmCham’s Meet & Mingle at Hyatt Regency Phnom Penh

27 January 2021

AmCham’s Lunch & Learn: Shaping Talent for Cambodia’s Future Workforce

5 February 2021

Phnom Penh Under Lockdown: Critical COVID-19 Updates

29 April 2021

Donation of Computers to Ministry of Health for Covid-19 Relief

20 May 2021

Donation of Rice and Supplies for Covid-19 Relief

8 June 2021

Hybrid Webinar on Cambodia’s Investment Law 2021

12 August 2021

EACTV interview

9 September 2021

Hybrid Webinar on Agricultural Trade and Investment in the Kingdom of Cambodia

21 September 2021

i4.0 Skills Gaps in Cambodia - Analysis and Solutions Forum with DataU Academy

12 October 2021

AmCham x French Cham - CEO Dinner

20 October 2021

AmCham’s Meet & Mingle: Welcome Back!

1 November 2021

AmCham CSR Excellence Awards

16 November 2021

CSR Event “Let’s Give Back” with Hyatt Regency

26 November 2021

Annual General Meeting at Raffles Hotel Le Royal

14 December 2021
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AMCHAM COMMITTEE EVENTS
BEER COMMITTEE

DATE

Beer Committee Meeting at the Cove

6 July 2021

Beer Committee Meeting at the Cove

16 September 2021

EDUCATION COMMITTEE

DATE

AmCham Education Committee’s First Meeting online

5 August 2021

AmCham Education Committee Monthly Meeting online

12 August 2021

AmCham Education Committee Monthly Meeting online

2 September 2021

Webinar on Best Practice in Online Primary and Secondary Education

30 September 2021

AmCham Education Committee Monthly Meeting online

14 October 2021

Education Sector Networking Event at Raffles Hotel Le Royal

28 October 2021

AmCham Education Committee Monthly Meeting online

4 November 2021

Webinar on Best Practice in Online Higher Education

25 November 2021

AmCham Education Committee Monthly Meeting online

2 December 2021

ICT COMMITTEE

DATE

ICT Policy in Cambodia and Other Factors that Impact the Private Sector with
Khmer Enterprise

9 June 2021

AmCham Presents Demo Cambodia 2021

2 August 2021

REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION COMMITTEE

DATE

AmCham’s Construction Night at Rukkha Sky Bar

17 February 2021

AmCham's Real Estate & Construction Networking Evening

24 November 2021

WOMEN'S COMMITTEE

DATE

First Women’s Committee Meeting on Zoom

5 March 2021

Women's Webinar on “Wellness in a Time of Languishing”

27 May 2021

Webinar on "Challenges of Working Mothers: Managing Work and Home Schooling"

24 June 2021

Webinar on "Women’s Leadership in Critical Times" at Raffles Hotel

29 July 2021

Women's Steering Committee Lunch at Baitong Hotel

13 August 2021

Women Committee Meet-Up at Coconut Park

3 September 2021

Women’s Meetup at Backyard Café

17 September 2021

Webinar on "Women & Leadership Roundtable: How to choose the right
career and become a leader in your field"

21 October 2021
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AMCHAM COMMITTEE EVENTS

20

SECTOR MEETUPS
EVENTS

DATE

Sector Breakfast Meetup at the Atom - Real Estate & Construction

26 August 2021

Sector Lunch Talk at Hyatt Regency - Hospitality

15 September 2021

Sector Lunch Talk at Sofitel - Agriculture

21 September 2021

Sector Lunch Talk at Samba - Tax + Legal Services

23 September 2021

Sector Lunch Talk at Baitong Hotel- ICT

19 October 2021

Sector Lunch Talk at Palais de la Poste - Manufacturing + Industrial

26 October 2021

Sector Lunch Talk at Raffles - Healthcare + Pharmaceuticals / Humanitarian
Organizations

10 November 2021

AmCham CEO Dinner at Rosewood - Banking & Finance

1 December 2021
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AMCHAM - MOU SIGNINGS
EVENTS

DATE

Joint Work Plan Signing Ceremony with the US Embassy Phnom Penh at
AmCam Exchange

4 April 2021

MOU Signing Ceremony with Khmer Enterprise at Rosewood

3 September 2021

MOU with Cambodian Association of Finance and Technology

17 September 2021
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AMCHAM - EMBASSY EVENTS
EVENTS

DATE

Board Breakfast with Ambassador

3 February 2021

Supported the Virtual Cambodia Franchise Expo

5 May 2021

Webinar on Crime Trends in Cambodia: Keeping Safe in the New Normal

1 September 2021

US-ASEAN Business Council Virtual Cambodia Business Mission

20 October 2021
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LOOKING AHEAD
After such a dynamic year, AmCham is looking forward to providing more value for Members in
2022. We aim to increase our membership base, which in turn can provide more resources to
use for the entire Membership. Our new Membership and Relationship Manager and Executive
Team will engage more with our Members and respond to their ever-changing needs, whether
that be through custom events, sponsorship opportunities, providing their voice to the
government, or creating new business connections.
AmCham will also strengthen our advocacy committees by placing more attention and
resources on meetings and raising issues to the government through Working Group D. We will
also create two new committees: a CSR Committee that will capitalize on the CSR activities
that we have completed this year and help make AmCham the most active Chamber on the CSR
front, and a new Tax Committee that will bring together our many Members in that sector. We
will strive to make a valuable impact and raise our voice to help the business community.
This year, AmCham is also increasing the size of its Board of Governors from 9 to 11
individuals, as our approach has changed over the last twelve months. We currently have a
working Board, with each Governor taking responsibility of one component of the Chamber,
and with our growing ambitions, we need to respond appropriately and ensure the Chamber
continues to carve an even stronger impact. We are excited for 2022, and look forward to
serving our members!
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OUR PLATINUM SPONSORS

The American Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia
Level 06, The Atom at Vattanac Lifestyle Cube #66,
Monivong Boulevard, Wat Phnom, Daun Penh, Phnom Penh
015 255 191
admin@amchamcambodia.net

